Endearing
PL ACES

Edito

Some places take your breath away.

It may be a stunning natural setting, remarkable architecture
and landscaping, or a sense that somehow you feel at home.
It may come down to tiny details that seem impossible to
enumerate, yet somehow add up to a perfect experience.
At Oetker Collection, we are proud to be the hosts of some
of the most endearing places in the world. Our exclusive
portfolio includes masterpiece hotels, estates, chateaux
and villas, every one of them with its own character and
individuality that is our hallmark.
Our settings are nestled in luxurious forests, grace stunning
coastlines and exceptional islands, or lend that extra touch of
grandeur to some of the world’s best-loved cities.
In each destination, our teams dedicate themselves to
ensuring your stay is an experience you will treasure forever,
because endearing experiences start with the people who
make the place.
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L’A P O G É E

Courchevel

Admire the French Alps in all their breathtaking beauty when L’Apogée Courchevel opens for a new season
on December 13th. A perfect winter destination for family vacations, gatherings with friends, and special
celebrations, this stylish property located at the top of a former Olympic ski jump endears for its alpine charm
and picture-perfect vantage points. Two unique chalets, a stunning penthouse with a gorgeous roof terrace, or
spacious accommodations in the main lodge offer sweeping views over Courchevel Valley and its pistes, while
the restaurant Le Comptoir de L’Apogée promises the pinnacle of local dining and Koori, an exquisite Japanese
flavored cuisine. After-hours, the intimate Cigar Lounge surrounded with live music and DJ acts at Le Bar de
L’Apogée make this the coolest destination in town.

L E B R I STO L

Paris

Settle into the French capital’s historic heart near the
presidential palace and some of the finest luxury shopping
in town, Le Bristol Paris is the ultimate reference for French
art de vivre. The world’s most discerning travellers choose Le
Bristol for the ultimate Parisian experience. From elegantly
appointed rooms and suites to the airy coziness of the Café
Antonia—favourite destinations among the political, business
and creative élite. Not to forget, the “French style” garden, the
perfect place to relax and unwind and the Michelin three-star
restaurant Epicure, epitome of Haute Cuisine with Maestro
Eric Frechon celebrating his 20 years at Le Bristol Paris.
Ask the concierge about specially scheduled events such as
fashion high teas, swim on the rooftop and admire the Paris
skyline or book a La Prairie spa experience. When elegance
meets rarity, Le Bristol Paris is definitely the place to enjoy a
memorable stay in the City of Light.
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Château

S A I N T- M A RT I N & S PA

A favorite among honeymooners and guests celebrating other special milestones, this sanctuary hugging the rugged hills and
surrounded by olive groves overlooking the French Riviera is a truly unique destination. Make a promise of forever in the Château
Saint-Martin’s private chapel, make a wish upon a star from its panoramic terrace and get to know the unique terroir better with a
tasting experience in the chateau’s remarkable wine cellars. This special property enjoys unique relationships with local artists: ask
your concierge about the latest hangings. Or book a La Prairie treatment just for two in the spa’s special couple’s room — weather
permitting, you can also luxuriate in a wellness treatment beneath a flowered gazebo in one of the hotel’s gardens.

Hotel du

C A P- E D E N - RO C

Oetker Collection’s iconic property
is preparing for its 150th anniversary
in 2020. One of our best-loved and
most glamorous destinations, the
Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc possesses a
special alchemy thanks to the beauty
of its private bay and parkland on the
Cap d’Antibes, traditions upheld,
and a knack for staying timeless yet
right in step with the times. Once a
humble writers’ retreat, now a haven
for discerning guests, this legendary
hotel occupies a unique place in the
collective imagination. For generations
of visitors, the Hotel du Cap-EdenRoc is a favourite destination on the
French Riviera, an endearing oasis that
radiates a genuine love for people and
the place, season after season.
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J U M BY BAY

Island

A unique destination, Jumby Bay Island is the last word in exclusive retreats. Within easy reach of Antigua, this private island
may be accessed exclusively by boat. Pristine beaches, rugged landscapes with a constellation of private residences and villa
rentals scattered across the island, come with an array of sporting facilities, in-house staffing, world-class dining experiences –
and a chance to watch rare Hawksbill Turtles nesting. A spa, yachting and water-sports facilities complete a breathtaking setting
otherwise known one of the most endearing places in the Caribbean, an island of simple pleasures.

The

L A N E S B O RO U G H

Stepping into our Regency-style landmark in the heart of
Knightsbridge, feels like being welcomed into the very heart
of time-honored tradition. A vibrant, elegant stately home,
The Lanesborough is decorated in quintessentially English
style, with opulent rooms overlooking Wellington Arch
and Hyde Park. Heritage and custom — the household
cavalry passes by with a characteristic salute — blend with
an innate understanding of contemporary entertaining, from
the Garden Room to the Library Bar, one of the city’s best
cigar and Cognac lounges. Here, you’re within easy reach of
London’s finest shopping, or settle for a typical English tea,
a bespoke treatment at the Lanesborough Club & Spa, or
savour fine dining at Celeste, the aptly-named Michelin onestar restaurant.
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B R E N N E R S PA R K- H OT E L &

Spa

Set in a private park facing the
Lichtentaler Allee, this urban retreat
in central Baden-Baden, near the Black
Forest, offers an array of inspiring
venues. The hotel’s private park is
wonderfully photogenic, making it
an enchanting backdrop for special
events, while its proximity to both the
city’s cultural attractions and lovingly
preserved natural surroundings leave
guests spoiled for choice. Settle in for a
relaxing wellness treatment at the Villa
Stéphanie spa, and let the team fill you
in on local happenings and help you
tailor your stay into the holiday you’ve
always dreamed of.

Palácio

TA N GA R Á

Located in the vibrant heart of São Paulo, Brazil, and nestled peacefully amid the lush greenery of Burle Marx
Park, Palácio Tangará offers a spectacular setting blending cosmopolitan elegance and tropical scenery. Revel
in this incredible atmosphere while taking a dip in our outdoor swimming pool, settle in at the pool bar, or
take advantage of the world-class Sisley spa. Restaurants and a chef ’s table directed by the world-renowned
Jean-Georges Vongerichten let you experience flavors from all over the world. An array of reception areas, from
intimate private terraces to opulent meeting rooms make this an endearing and unforgettable destination for
life celebrations and other gatherings.
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E D E N RO C K -

St Barths

Thanks to the dedication of local teams, Eden Rock - St Barths has been completely renovated with forward-looking infrastructures,
an elevated take on colonial and tropical design and exciting new spaces. Named after Eden Rock’s founder, the explorer and
visionary Rémy de Haenen, the Rémy Bar serves up original and surprising cocktails in a space overlooking a pristine white sandy
beach and the turquoise waters of Saint Jean Bay. The hotel’s beloved casual-colonial Sand Bar, now freshly expanded, follows Chef
Vongerichten’s local, organic and seasonal philosophy. For added privacy, a portfolio of luxury villas is available, with or without
in-house staff.

M A ST E R P I EC E

Estates

Imagine an extraordinary house in
spectacular countryside. Imagine an
expert estate host who will personify
the heritage and the character of
the destination, acts and guides you
throughout your stay.
Bespoke activities, stunning interiors
and sumptuous meals highlighted with
a charming host.
With Masterpiece Estates, the
Collection aims to offer a unique way
of travelling, combining authenticity
and excellence.
Today’s estates portfolio counts
properties mainly located in England,
Ireland, Scotland and the very first one
in France, Château d’Estoublon.
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News

L’Apogée Courchevel

is giving guests the
opportunity to enjoy an exclusive VIP experience
alongside Executive Head Chef, Jean-Luc Lefrançois a
self-confessed ski enthusiast. On the menu, plenty of opportunities
to chat and ask questions about both skiing and cooking, his two
passions.

Bristol Paris

Le
completes the renovation of a Palace, unveiling rooms and
that are elegant, bright, and divinely in tune with the times.

suites

The Lanesborough
CLUB & SPA

is delighted to become

the first spa in the UK
to welcome the globally
loved ‘Queen of Green
Beauty’, Tata Harper.

From October 2019, hotel guests and members will
be able to experience Tata’s 100% natural and allorganic, custom created treatments and rituals, as well
as purchase a full range of products from the Club &
Spa boutique.

In 2020,

Hotel du
Cap-Eden-Roc

celebrates an exceptional milestone:

its 150thanniversary.

This legendary retreat nestled in a pine forest on
the Cap d’Antibes, the most exclusive corner of the
French Riviera, has endeared itself to generations
and occupies a unique place in the collective
imagination. Bon Anniversaire, and many happy
returns!

EDEN RO CK – ST BARTHS

has fully remade itself since Hurricane Irma passed
over the island in 2017.

Come and visit – almost all is new
and the new is great and is full of life.
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S AV E T H E D AT E

The Rock
is back
on NOVEMBER 20

Hotel
du
Cap-Eden-Roc
announces the launch
of its own unique Aquariva Super.
This very special boat is tailor-made with Eden-Roc themed décor and
detailing – capturing the glamour and style of the Côte d’Azur.

While exhibiting the work
of internationally acclaimed artists,

Eden Rock
– St Barths

also supports
emerging talents
through its collaboration
with the New York
Academy of Art.

This fall,

PalácioTangará
will host its second session of

«Domingos Clássicos»,

a music concert featuring the
Philharmonic
Orchestra
from
Paraisópolis - the second largest
favela in São Paulo - with repertoires
including big names in classical music.

The hotel offers these young artists a
great place to exhibit, inviting its guests
to discover their works of exceptional
vision. Yet another source of delight
and inspiration!

Le

Bristol
Paris introduces some new mindful spa treatments
offering to its guests moments of absolute pleasure, three new routes to inner peace
with Reiki, Sophrology and Meditation sessions.

The 5th edition of

the Burle Talks

taking place in the Burle Bar at

PalácioTangará,
is the perfect occasion to discuss
with a renowned professional
in its area and lead the debates
on a specific theme.
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Jumby Bay
Island
completes phase two of

top-to-toe refurbishment
with the unveiling of fresh
new suites by Studio idc for the
winter season

VillaPapillon
is the latest villa to be included within
Eden Rock Villa Rental’s portfolio of superb

properties, nestled on the heights of the chic Gouverneur’s

neighbourhood, Villa Papillon and its lush surroundings welcome
guests in an eclectic Boho-chic décor.

Claudia Walde,
alias MadC,

Fritz & Felix

the food hotspot in

the most famous active female
graffiti artist is presenting

Brenners Park

her sculptural paintings

HOTEL & SPA,

has revealed this summer

its new terrace opening out
into parkland scenery
with magnificent mature trees.

specially created for Baden-Baden
through its Dialog exhibition
until November 2019 in

BrennersPark-Hotel & Spa

Villa Stéphanie

launches its own tea creations.

Each of the four teas – Daily Vitalizer, Inner Glow, Liver Cleanse
and Sleep Deep – has been carefully blended for the Villa Stéphanie.
In addition to the medicinal effects, the tea creations treat you to an
aromatic taste experience.

The wine club
Les Canthares

brings together wine-lovers
to exchange ideas
on wine and life.
Geraud Tournier,
the Head Sommelier of

ChâteauSaint-Martin&Spa,
introduces selected wine makers
to independent presses, with tastings
accompanied by amuses-bouche,
followed by a gastronomic dinner
and wine pairing.

Le

Bristol Paris
launches its own

chocolate factory

for the pleasure of its guests.
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Jumby Bay Island.

spice trail while relaxing to sound of steel
of drum music and the breeze of the charming Pool
Grille restaurant. The Caribbean night is an introduction to
Enjoy the

the colorful flavors of Caribbean cuisine, and the perfect way to excite
your palate while staying on this private island.

Masterpiece Estates’ portfolio
has welcomed three new private homes :

Châ
t
Set in the tranquil Wylye
Valley amongst the rolling
downs of Wiltshire,
Stockton House is a
grade 1 listed example of
Elizabethan architecture
and design, built in 1598.
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It offers rooms in their
original splendour, but
following a recent three
year renovation which
ended in 2016, the house
has all the comforts that
guests expect in the 21st
Century.

Since 2013, the collection’s Masterpiece Hotels have worked
with Considerate Group to establish a company wide
Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy that includes aims
to reduce waste through sustainable practices.

Oetker Collection recognises that guests
are not only customers, but also citizens
with genuine concerns about
the future of the planet.
The teams in Europe, the Caribbean and Brazil are taking steps each day to ensure that Oetker Collection is
synonymous with respect for human kind, nature and the many species in our destinations.

Being the lifestyle brand of the hotels, Eden Being is

“ The heartbeat of Oetker Collection ”
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